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The Circuit Guide contains information for your trip to Italy. 

It provides essential information and insights for visitors attending a
Grand Prix, offering details about the access points, food and drinks
stand, prohibited items and more of the racing circuit.

Enjoy reading and have a good trip on behalf of Race Experience!
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Monza Circuit, revered to as the

'Temple of Speed,' holds an

iconic status in motorsport

history. Located in Italy, this

track has hosted Formula 1 races

since the championship's

inception in 1950. 

Known for its blistering speeds,

Monza features legendary

stretches like the 'Curva

Parabolica' and 'Variante Ascari,'

demanding precision from

drivers. Its history is rich with

memorable moments and

intense rivalries, drawing fervent

fans to the electrifying race

weekends. 

Despite safety modifications, the

circuit retains its raw speed and

allure. Beyond Formula 1, Monza

remains a significant venue for

various motorsport events,

showcasing its enduring legacy

in the motorsport world as a

track that embodies both speed

and historical significance.

AUTODROMO
NAZIONALE MONZA



CIRCUIT INFORMATION

The best way to get to the circuit is to
take the train from Milan to Monza
Station. From there, free shuttle buses go
to the circuit.

Leave the station to Piazza Castello,
where the bus is located. The shuttles
are usually very full and often have no
seats.

Many people also choose to go by cab,
but keep in mind that there can be
heavy traffic jams near the circuit.

How To Get There

The track will open at 07:00 all weekend.
The circuit reserves the rights to change
these times.

Opening Hours

Restrooms are located throughout the
track. Pay attention to the signs
directing you to the nearest restroom. At
many Grand Prix circuits, the majority of
toilets are temporary facilities set up
specifically for the race weekend. While
they are designed to meet sanitation
standards and offer basic amenities,
their temporary nature might mean
variations in size, capacity, or comfort
compared to permanent facilities. 

Sanitary Facilities



CIRCUIT INFORMATION

The offer in Monza consists mainly of hamburgers, hot dogs, pizzas
pastas and similar food, as at most racetracks. Relatively speaking, you
pay high prices for the food. Last year Monza Circuit had a token system
and so it was not possible to buy your food and drinks directly with cash
or bank card, this had to be done through the token  system. Please be
prepared for very long lines for the food and drinks.

You are allowed to bring your own and drinks (except alcoholic
beverages). Glass containers are not allowed. There are no free (refillable)
water points available on the circuit.

Food and Drinks

The race takes place in September. Average daytime temperatures are
24°C. Bring plenty of sun protection, but also be sure to keep in mind that
it may rain. Keep an eye on the weather forecast for the race weekend
on this website.

Climate

Taking photos is allowed, but only with a simple camera. Attention will
also be paid to obstructing the view of other spectators. The enjoyment
of other spectators should not be interfered with by anyone, so we
advise spectators to always pay attention to others.

Taking Pictures

Visiting a Grand Prix often involves covering considerable distances. Be
sure to wear comfortable shoes for all the walking required of you, and
wear comfortable clothing.

Walking 



CIRCUIT INFORMATION

ID proof and entrance ticket;
Sun protection;
Sturdy walking shoes;
Hearing protection;
Photo camera incl. extra battery and memory card;
Your printed ticket.

Recommended to take to the track

In case you are wondering whether something is allowed or not, please
refer to the list below. All unauthorized items must be dropped off at the
circuit entrance gates. Circuit staff have the right to add other items to
the list.

Aerosols (deodorant, mosquito repellent, etc.)
Alcoholic beverages and drugs
Barbecues or (electric) stoves
Cans, metal, and glass bottles
(Domestic) animals
Drones
Flagpoles and umbrellas
Fireworks, smoke bombs, rockets, laser pointers, stadium horns
Glass containers and/or objects
Hazardous objects
Harmful and flammable substances
Mirror reflex cameras or video cameras
Powerbanks
Tents and sleeping bags
Vehicles (bicycles, scooters, etc.)

Circuit Access Criteria






